FRESNO ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES COMMISSION
FOSTER GRANDPARENT PROGRAM COMMUNITY ADVISORY GROUP
FGP- Zoom
https://fresnoeoc.zoom.us/j/6753026561
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Phone Number (669) 900-6833

Friday, April 30, 2021
10:00 – 11:00 AM

Agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I.</th>
<th>CALL TO ORDER</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>ROLL CALL</td>
<td>Raquel Padia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>APPROVAL OF MINUTES</td>
<td>Leah Struck</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>December 7, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>FGP UPDATES: 1st Quarter, 2021</td>
<td>Leah Struck</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>6-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>RECRUITMENT OF COMMUNITY ADVISORY GROUP (CAG) MEMBERS</td>
<td>Leah Struck</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>9-16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. OTHER BUSINESS
The next meeting is scheduled on September 30, 2021.

VIII. PUBLIC COMMENT
(This portion of the meeting is reserved for persons wishing to address the Advisory Group on items within jurisdiction but not on the agenda. are limited to three minutes).

IX. ADJOURNMENT
FRESNO EOC FOSTER GRANDPARENT PROGRAM
COMMUNITY ADVISORY GROUP (CAG)
Monday December 7, 2020 10:00 AM

MINUTES

I. CALL TO ORDER
Jimi Rogers, Chair, called the meeting to order at 10:00 AM.

II. ROLL CALL
Roll was called.

Committee Members (Zoom):
Jimi Rogers (Chair)
Catherine Robles
Misty Jenkins
Betty Brown
Margarita Cortez
Julia Fowler

Absent
None

Staff (Zoom):
Michelle Tutunjian
Gilda Arreguin
Leah Struck
Mai Chang

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
September 20, 2019 FGP Community Advisory Group Meeting Minutes

Motion by: Cortez Second by: Robles
Ayes: Jenkins, Brown, Fowler, Arreguin, Tutunjian, Chang
Nays: None

IV. PUBLIC COMMENTS
None heard.

V. PROGRAM UPDATES
Motion by: Struck for the addition of an item to agenda. After item, V. Program Updates add section Discussion or Questions on Program Updates.
Second by: Catherine Robles
Ayes: Jenkins, Rogers, Brown, Fowler Arreguin, Tutunjian, Cortez, Chang
Nays: None
A. **Staff position updates**

Gabby Romero has moved to Food Services Department, Leah Struck is now Foster Grandparent Program Coordinator, Program is in the process of hiring Volunteer Specialist. FGP has received an augmentation from AmeriCorps for $15,000 that will go to hiring a technology staff.

B. **AmeriCorps Rebranding**

As of September 2020, FGP funders, Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS), has rebranded as AmeriCorps. The website www.nationalservice.gov was shown on screen showing the new logo and branding. Rogers inquired about the eligibility for program. Struck explained eligibility guidelines.

C. **Status of FGP during COVID-19 restrictions**

The volunteers have not been able to serve at the FGP stations since March 16, 2020. Funders have approved that the volunteers receive a temporary allowance since that time until December 31, 2020. Programs have been encouraged to start moving forward to serving virtually.

D. **End of year carry forward amount in eGrants**

AmeriCorps Seniors allowed programs to apply to carry forward the funding amount left over due to non-use of mileage and meals cost at the end of 2019-2020 funding year to the new 2020-2021 funding year. Our program was approved to carry forward $47,000.

E. **Uses of carry forward**

We proposed and were approved to use this amount to purchase technology including laptops and accessories. Training on Zoom with the Grandparent volunteers has already begun.

F. **2021 Foster Grandparent Program Calendar**


G. **Program format going forward during COVID-19 restrictions**

a. **Laptop purchase and upcoming training**

Laptops have arrived and plans are to intensify Zoom training so volunteers are able to join Zoom classrooms with Head Start. We are having a hard time breaking through with schools; they already have basic school teaching format to figure out. Funders have approved for volunteers to spend more time helping with class preparation like putting packets together at the volunteer’s home.
Rogers inquired about schools listed as stations before COVID. Struck listed schools and other volunteer stations used before COVID. Robles asked if there are any Hmong or other Asian language speaking grandparents. Struck explained there are Spanish, Chinese, Philippine, and Russian speaking grandparents but no Hmong speaking. FGP is interested in recruiting someone. Rogers suggested Fresno EOC board member MaiYer Vang could be contacted about Hmong community outreach.

H. Story Time with Grandma/Grandpa
   a. Donation from East Fresno Kiwanis Club
      The East Fresno Kiwanis Club had previously honored the grandparents in the past but new leadership in the last few years wanted to focus back on their mission of working directly with children. The proposal was discussed and chosen to purchase books for the children to keep for their own and join with the FGP volunteer on Zoom for “Story time with Grandma/Grandpa” while the same books are read. A donation of $1,000 was offered to buy books. We are working with Head Start but we have not chosen which Head Start we will be using.

   b. Collaboration with Reading Heart
      FGP reached out to Reading Heart, a program that accepts and provides free books, with the Story Time idea. They were excited and hope to provide books for all grandparents and children.

   c. Plans for videography
      The Story Time idea is expanding with Fresno EOC Marketing Department videographer Jose Moreno III to professionally video volunteers reading stories to be posted on Fresno EOC website and our Foster Grandparent Facebook for teachers to access.

I. Volunteering with classrooms through Zoom and teacher assistance.
   a. Current stations
      One volunteer joining class on Zoom with Fresno City College Disabled Students Program class, others are beginning to work with putting packets together for teachers.

   b. Upcoming Volunteer Stations
      Head Start, Olmos Elementary, Foothill Elementary.
      Rogers inquired about hot spots for volunteers without internet. Struck explained that FGP is working with Greg Streets from Fresno EOC IT Department to provide access for volunteers without internet.

J. Open Discussion / Questions
Rogers asked about plans for volunteers if schools open. Struck explained due to volunteer’s age group, for safety, FGP will stay in a virtual setting until all restrictions are lifted. Rogers asked about the age range of volunteers. Struck explained the range from 61-91 with the average late 70s and 80s. Brown inquired about the way to contact volunteer’s previous stations about volunteering. Struck explained process of volunteer placement. Rogers ask if FGP is working with Fresno EOC IT Department on outreach for technology staff person to be hired. Struck responded the FGP will be working with Fresno EOC Human Resources Department and possibly Fresno EOC IT Department and also Fresno EOC Marketing Department to define the job description. Robles proposed Foster Grandparents program be invited to next virtual board retreat. Rogers agreed and will make a note to propose to board.

VI. NEXT MEETING
   Friday, April 30, 2021 at 10:00 AM via Zoom

VII. ADJOURNMENT
    Meeting was adjourned at 11:15 AM

Respectfully submitted,
Leah Struck
FGP Coordinator
# Fresno EOC  
**Training and Employment Services Division**  
**Foster Grandparents Program**  
**Accomplishments and Challenges**  
**January 1, 2021 – March 31, 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Accomplishments</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foster Grandparent Program</strong></td>
<td>Fresno EOC Foster Grandparent Program currently has maintained 60 volunteers and 3 staff during COVID-19 pandemic.</td>
<td>1. <strong>Challenge:</strong> Due to Covid 19 Foster Grandparent volunteers are not able to volunteer in a traditional manner of in person tutoring/mentoring.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Funded by AmeriCorps (Term: July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021) | The Foster Grandparent Program (FGP) application was submitted on March 9, 2021. The application is for $1,159,224 ($386,408 annually) for the project period of July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2024. The application is listed as “Scheduled for review”. In discussion with our AmeriCorps portfolio manager, she stated that there is a backlog and the notice of award will not be soon but will be closer to the end of June 2021. This was a non-competitive grant and EOC has received the awarded grant for several years. Dec 21, 2020 Volunteer Specialist Raquel Padia was hired. This allows more time for communication and contact with 60 Volunteers and volunteer station staff. January 2021 we were able to restructure MOUs with Fresno EOC Head Starts and now have an MOU for all Head Start sites under one MOU. FGP has been successful in contacting sites and volunteers have been placed for Zoom classes and classroom prep. | **Addressing the challenge:**  
- Purchase of laptops and Wifi hotspots if needed.  
- Ongoing technology training for volunteers to progress to be able to join classrooms via Zoom meeting platform. Training on How to address a classroom of preK students on Zoom. How to set up lighting and background of area to present yourself on Zoom. How to read a book with clarity and visibility through Zoom.  
- Coordinating with Head Start program to create an MOU covering all Head Start sites. Contact with individual sites to arrange volunteer placement for mentoring/ tutoring students.  
- Zoom meetings with Head Start sites teachers and directors to conduct introductions, covering FGP expectations/ requirements and Assignment Plan trainings |
Fresno EOC FGP has been conducting Zoom and email trainings for FGP volunteers since purchasing laptops in November. “Zoom Wednesdays” grew to “Zoom Wednesdays and Thursdays”. Email structure and training is practiced with “Email Tuesdays and Thursdays”. Now Friday “Coffee and Chat” Zoom is available for open visiting between volunteers.

At least 28 volunteers have progressed through the trainings and are proficient on the laptops and Zoom.

Fresno EOC FGP received $15,000 funding augmentation from AmeriCorps Seniors that allowed for hiring Training Specialist Joshua Soleno on March 2, 2021. The training Specialist was hired to assist with the program transition to virtual service. This position allows more time directed specifically to spend on virtual group and one on one volunteer technology training. This position also allows for attention to content for Fresno EOC / FGP website page and Fresno EOC FGP facebook page.

21 volunteers are actively joining Head Start classes via Zoom they also assist teachers with classroom prep materials working on them at home then returning it completed.

6 volunteers that are not on Zoom are assisting teachers doing classroom prep for Head Start classrooms.

FGP is beginning a collaboration with YouthBuild Charter school to begin a Pen Pal volunteer opportunity. Students and FGP volunteers will communicate through letter writing and email. Plans are that 2 grandparents will be able to be placed in this capacity.

| 1. Challenge: Difficulty in renewing MOUs between FGP and existing volunteer stations. Fresno, Clovis and Central Unified School districts did not accept any kind of volunteers, even virtual volunteers. The renewal of previous MOUs were declined until Covid situation has regressed enough that everyone is comfortable enough to have Senior Citizens volunteering with in person classrooms. This has reduced the amount of stations we can use for placement. |

| Addressing the challenge 1) Coordinating with Fresno EOC Head Start administration to create an umbrella MOU including all Head Start sties instead of previous MOUs with each individual Head Start site. This has increase our opportunity for volunteer placements with less documentation. Volunteer Specialist position has allowed for more contact and as needed and stronger relationships between FGP staff and Head Start site staff. |

| 2. Challenge: Difficulty in renewing MOUs between FGP and existing volunteer stations. Fresno, Clovis and Central Unified School districts did not accept any kind of volunteers, even virtual volunteers. The renewal of previous MOUs were declined until Covid situation has regressed enough that everyone is comfortable enough to have Senior Citizens volunteering with in person classrooms. This has reduced the amount of stations we can use for placement. |

| Addressing the challenge 1) Coordinating with Fresno EOC Head Start administration to create an umbrella MOU including all Head Start sties instead of previous MOUs with each individual Head Start site. This has increase our opportunity for volunteer placements with less documentation. Volunteer Specialist position has allowed for more contact and as needed and stronger relationships between FGP staff and Head Start site staff. |
East Fresno Kiwanis club, whom have recognized our volunteers in the past, donated $1,000 for books for children participating in classrooms with Foster Grandparent Volunteers. We were able to purchase 461 books and will be able to give 3 months of curriculum books (3 books) for every one of the 140 students at Franklin Head Start. This will open up more time for our 3 volunteers to read these books to all classes and provide more hours/time with children and possibly open up more spots for volunteers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. Challenge: Mental Health of Senior Citizen volunteers. Due to isolation and lack of activity many of our volunteers are fighting depression and anxiety.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Addressing the challenge</strong> The opportunity of technology training has begun to create a new way of interaction and contact. Volunteers have advanced in skills and look forward to interacting on Zoom. Friday morning “Coffee and Chat is now available for the volunteers to visit among themselves. Zoom “Pro” was purchased so now there is no 40 minute time limit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Grandparent volunteers report that placement in virtual volunteering has given a sense of purpose again to those that have missed interaction with the students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A second cohort of technology training will be conducted starting in April to assist those volunteers that were not able to join in the first group either because of lack of internet access or personal hesitation or need for extra one on one assistance to tackle the learning curve. Wifi hotspots have been purchase and assistance is being given to set these up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Those not on technology are still a challenge Pen Pal program will be able to be contact and a volunteering outlet for some. Phone call contact between FGP staff and none tech volunteers is continuing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A well-constructed advisory group—whether you call it a board, committee, or council—with a clear mission can make all the difference in achieving your program’s goals. *Building an Effective Advisory Committee* explains how to organize and use this essential part of your mentoring program to maximum effect.

The Pub Hub (beginning on page 4) takes a look at resources available from the MRC Lending Library that can be useful to your mentoring program, including resources on advisory groups, asset building, and risk management.

**Building an Effective Advisory Committee**

A strong and effective advisory group can be a tremendous asset to both new and well-established youth mentoring programs. But starting and maintaining one often takes a back seat to the more pressing needs of day-to-day program operations, such as volunteer recruitment and quality mentor training. U.S. Department of Education mentoring grantees who included the development of an advisory committee in their grant applications are now faced with the reality of getting this group up and running. Busy project coordinators may be unsure what the purpose of the group should be and why it’s important.

This fact sheet offers an overview of the benefits of a well-functioning advisory committee and outlines steps mentoring program staff can take to make their advisory committee effective and useful.

**Board of Directors and Advisory Groups: What’s the Difference?**

All nonprofit organizations are required to have a governing body, usually a board of directors, that is responsible for the overall well-being of the agency. Boards hire, fire, and evaluate the executive director; establish the agency’s vision, mission, and values; set strategic direction and monitor progress, and ensure the fiscal health of the agency. Board members take on specific tasks on behalf of the agency from time to time, but in general they are not involved in the day-to-day implementation of services.
Many nonprofits also create one or more advisory groups that can provide support and guidance to both the board and staff. Advisory groups are usually more flexible in what roles they take on than most boards of directors. They do not have fiscal oversight and are not ultimately responsible for the health and well-being of the agency, but they often take an active role in helping the agency implement its goals and objectives.

Reasons for Forming an Advisory Committee

Some advisory committees are formed by a board of directors to work on a specific issue or challenge. Such working groups may serve only until the specific issue is resolved, at which point recommendations are made to board and staff, and the group dissolves. However, organizations often see the benefit of establishing a permanent advisory board or committee to provide ongoing support (see sidebar: “What’s in a name?”). Such groups can, for example:

- Provide guidance that helps staff solve day-to-day problems
- Offer a forum for program stakeholders—school and community partners, business supporters, youth, parents, government workers, volunteers—to communicate their opinions, share their expertise, and coordinate services
- Act as a link between program operations and the board through a member who serves on both groups
- Support and represent the interests of a program within a larger agency, such as a mentoring program operating within a multi-purpose social service organization

Advisory committees may be particularly helpful to U.S. Department of Education school-based mentoring programs that are part of a larger organizational structure, such as a school district, multi-purpose agency, or faith-based institution. Mentoring may not be the primary mission of such an organization, and its management staff and board might have only limited knowledge of what the mentoring program is all about. In these settings, an advisory committee comprising key individuals who are truly interested in mentoring can offer guidance to staff, help them achieve their program’s specific goals, and represent the mentoring program in the community.

Even agencies whose primary mission is mentoring can benefit from having an advisory committee in addition to their board of directors. An advisory committee provides a structure for involvement by a variety of community members who can offer invaluable support in such areas as recruitment, fundraising, and marketing. Members may offer advice on program policy or services, provide valuable connections with local businesses or agencies, help plan and staff events, or provide support to busy staff. In short, advisory committees offer an organized way to engage volunteers in strengthening mentoring programs.

Steps for Developing an Effective Advisory Committee

1. Establish the purpose of the group. To build the membership of your advisory committee, you will first need to develop or clarify its purpose and scope. For example, an advisory committee whose first priority will be to increase partnership collaboration and communication will likely have different membership than one whose primary purpose is to organize match activities or raise additional funds for special events. If the
advisory committee’s purpose is not clearly defined in your grant, refer to the section earlier in this article for common reasons for forming an advisory committee. The following questions may also help you define your group’s purpose and structure:

- Do you want an advisory committee that can advocate for your program and increase its visibility, both internally and externally?
- Do you want a working committee that can take on specific tasks to support your activities, or an advisory group that can provide informed input as you plan new activities or develop policies and procedures?
- Do you need the advisory committee as a structure for keeping partners engaged and community members informed, or would it be most helpful to have a small group of people with specific skills and connections that can help you get things done?

- What decisions can this group make? Will your board of directors need to approve any actions the group wants to take? How will the advisory committee communicate with the board of directors?
- Who will staff the advisory committee? Are any funds available to provide such basics as refreshments at meetings?

2. Recruit members that fit with the group’s purpose. As you begin to develop the advisory committee’s membership, it will be natural to turn first to people you already know, or those who have already expressed interest in being involved. This base of supporters is a good start, but you will soon need to think more strategically about whom you want to serve on your committee and the skills they will need. Examples of potential members might include:

- Current or former mentors
- Representatives of partner organizations
- School counselors, principals, teachers, or other school staff
- Representatives from key community-based organizations that serve youth
- Child and youth advocates in your community
- Representation from your community’s cultural, racial, and ethnic minorities
- Parents of youth served
- Youth (former mentees, high school mentors, etc.)

Other criteria for membership may include diversity of opinions and experience, and a balance of cultural, racial, age, and gender representation.

The skills you look for as you build your committee depend on its purpose. If it is primarily to raise funds,
As the feature article in this issue illustrates, the governance provided by a formal advisory committee or board of directors is critical to the long-term success of a mentoring program. In addition to the many useful online resources mentioned on page 7, the MRC Lending Library offers a number of print resources that can help your program create or improve advisory committees and boards.

Our most recent addition comes from BoardSource, a leader in the field of nonprofit governance that has produced many useful resources:

- **Advisory Councils** by Nancy R. Axelrod. 2004, BoardSource.
  
  This handy 36-page guide covers many of the basics of creating and implementing an advisory council. The author differentiates these councils from formal Boards, and explores important topics such as choosing the right members, structuring the group and its work, and handling common conflicts and challenges.

  *Lending Library link: http://www.nwrel.org/resource/singleresource.asp?id=17678&DB=res*

Other titles in the library from BoardSource include:


  This set of nine brief handbooks covers many of the responsibilities and structures of a formal board of directors, and will provide useful advice for any nonprofit hoping to improve the functioning and usefulness of its governance team. Specific titles in the series, each of which can be borrowed separately from the collection, are:

  - **Ten Basic Responsibilities of Nonprofit Boards**
  - **Financial Responsibilities of Nonprofit Boards**
  - **Structures and Practices of Nonprofit Boards**
  - **Fundraising Responsibilities of Nonprofit Boards**
  - **Legal Responsibilities of Nonprofit Boards**
  - **The Nonprofit Board’s Role in Setting and Advancing the Mission**
  - **The Nonprofit Board’s Role in Planning and Evaluation**
  - **How to Help Your Board Govern More and Manage Less**
  - **Leadership Roles in Nonprofit Governance**


  This classic resource offers a wealth of advice for board members and agency leaders. Written in an easy-to-use question-and-answer format, specific chapters of this resource cover board functions, board structures and processes, board and committee meetings, and board-staff relations.

  *Lending Library link: http://www.nwrel.org/resource/singleresource.asp?id=15110&DB=res*


  This helpful resource offers a number of sample policies and texts on topics such as risk management, confidentiality, conflicts of interest, grievances, compensation, and roles and responsibilities of board members. It’s a great tool for any program looking to solidify its board through the creation of formal policies, procedures, and guiding language (even if it does show its age by providing electronic versions of these policies on a floppy disc).
Other resources of interest in the MRC Library

  
  This resource comes at board roles and responsibilities from a different perspective, going beyond administrative and fiduciary responsibilities to imagine boards as mission-driven organizational leaders. It offers advice on trusteeship and organizational understanding, and provides self-assessment tools and activities that can help implement these organizational leadership principles.


- **Secrets of Successful Boards** edited by Carol Weisman. 1998, F.E. Robbins & Sons.
  
  This practical guide offers chapters written by nonprofit leaders themselves, on topics such as tips for effective board meetings, structuring the board for maximum results, and integrating new members into fundraising and other development activities.


- **The Board Members Book: Making a Difference in Voluntary Organizations** by Brian O’Connell. 2003, Foundation Center.
  
  This thorough resource covers a lot of territory—everything from board-staff interaction to fundraising to ethical accountability. While the bulk of the book focuses on the roles and actions of board members, the Appendix expands the content even further by offering tips for troubled organizations and listing traits of organizations that are models of excellence.


  
  This is a gold mine for programs looking for group activities to do with mentees. It offers 166 ready-to-use activities for building developmental assets, raising self-awareness, building personal skills, developing leadership, strengthening relationships, improving communication, enhancing character, and more. Activity handouts are provided on a CD-ROM. Each activity is tied to one of the 40 Developmental Assets and can be mixed and matched to create a set of activities that speak to your program’s unique mission and goals.


  
  This resource offers practical advice for managing all types of risks in youth-serving programs. Beginning with a risk management overview, the book quickly moves into topics such as involving parents in risk management, youth-on-youth violence, injuries and accidents, and keeping young people safe online.


* * *

These and other resources are available through the MRC Lending Library at [http://www.edmentoring.org/lending_library.html](http://www.edmentoring.org/lending_library.html). Please contact library coordinators Michael Garringer (garringm@nwrel) or Kay Logan (logank@nwrel.org) if you have questions about searching or using the collection.
Building Advisory Groups  continued from page 3

look for members with grantwriting, event management, business, or marketing skills. If you need members to articulate your mission, skills in public speaking or journalism might be helpful. If you need help with program policy and procedures, skills in management and attention to detail will be important. In addition, all members should be able to communicate well, listen and learn, and provide constructive advice. Above all, they should be enthusiastic about mentoring and have a genuine interest in helping you with your mission.

As you recruit members, ask for suggestions from other staff members, your board of directors, partner agencies, and others. Develop a simple written application that gathers basic information about the person's skills, interests, and motivations. This will help you track the mix of skills and representation that will be effective in carrying out the group's mission. Once your group is established, have participants determine policies and procedures for recruiting and selecting new members.

3. Build your team and develop structure. Once you have selected the core group, begin developing teamwork and a sense of ownership. Your first meeting is likely to be devoted to getting acquainted and learning about the mentoring program. But it is a good idea to start working on a specific task as soon as possible to more fully engage members. One necessary task is the development of the committee's basic operating procedures: whether there will be officers, how often the group will meet, meeting structure and guidelines, term of service, and so on. Even if some of these have been set up in advance, the group should review them and suggest improvements.

4. Prepare members for their role and the work they will do for your program. Once members have become acquainted and have established some basic operating guidelines, they will be eager to take on the work they were recruited to do. Before determining exactly what that work should be, they need to understand what your program is all about and what their mission and level of involvement will be. Prepare them by:

- **Providing a thorough orientation to your program.** Describe long-term goals and objectives, current activities, and any successes or challenges. Include information about the young people you serve, partnerships, and other program basics. Give enough back-

5. Empower the group to develop a clear scope of work. Advisory committee members may look to staff for direction on what their specific role should be and what activities they will be involved with, but in order for them to be fully invested they need to develop their own work plan based on the information you provide. Walk them through a planning process that might look like this:

- Facilitate a conversation about which program areas would benefit from the group's support, such as volunteer recruitment and training, fundraising, or community awareness.

- Discuss which of the identified areas need support right now and which could wait or need little support. Ask them to pick one or two areas for immediate action and one or two as a long-term goal. Allowing them to establish these priorities will help ensure their commitment, but it's your job to make sure the priorities they set are realistic and fill a real program need.

- Have the group establish measurable objectives and specific activities for the areas they
have agreed to work on. For example, if expanding the volunteer pool is their first priority, the group might have an objective of increasing the number of businesses that encourage their employees to be mentors. To accomplish this objective, they each agree to contact five businesses over the next three months and report on the results.

- Identify a lead person for each area of involvement the committee plans to take on so program staff don’t have to do all the work of encouraging people to follow through on agreed-upon tasks.

Tips for Maintaining Your Advisory Committee

An advisory committee is like any other part of your program: it needs ongoing nurturing, maintenance, and an occasional dose of new energy. Here are a few tips to keep your advisory committee running smoothly:

- Encourage committee members to take the lead, but make sure their goals are realistic and compatible with your program’s mission. Don’t let them take on activities that are more work than they can handle or that require more staff time than you can provide.

- Establish and maintain a structure that works for everyone. At a minimum, this should include regular meetings, a chair or co-chair who can be your primary contact person, and a way to record the group’s work.

- Seek out new members and provide a thorough orientation for those who join. Involve your current membership in recruiting and orienting new members.

- Provide regular updates about your program and let members know how their work has helped you progress toward your goals.

- Ask for opinions or involvement only when it fits with the group’s mission and role as advisors. Be sure members understand what you want from them when you involve them in a decision or in planning a new program.

- Thank members regularly in many different ways—in person, in handwritten notes, via e-mail, in your newsletter—for the work they are doing.

The bottom line is that an advisory committee needs a sense of purpose, doable tasks, a timeline, praise and recognition, and a belief that its input is valued. Advisory committee members need regular guidance from you to be sure they are staying on task. With a little work, your advisory committee can be a real asset to enhancing and sustaining your program.

Online Resources on Advisory Groups

The Free Management Library provides easy-to-access resources regarding the leadership and management of individuals, groups, and organizations. The section on advisory boards discusses the purpose of advisory boards, when and how to form them, and the relationship between the advisory board and board of directors.

http://www.managementhelp.org/boards/advisory.htm

Energize, Inc. is an international training, consulting, and publishing firm specializing in volunteerism. A good discussion of advisory groups is available on their Web site

http://www.energizeinc.com/art/npadvis.html

“What is a board and why should we have one?” This excellent article on advisory boards appeared in the October 2002 issue of Board Café, the online newsletter of Compass Point Nonprofit Services. Included is a sample letter of invitation to potential members.


See the Pub Hub (page 4 and 5) for additional resources on boards and advisory committees available for loan from the MRC Lending Library.
An Advisory Board is composed of people with a genuine interest in your work and a desire to see it do well. Your Advisory Board members serve as a sounding board, offering ideas and expertise and giving you honest advice. More than anyone else, [they] will be on your side. They will be people with no axe to grind who want to listen to you and advise you. Above all, they’ll want to contribute to your organization’s well-being.

http://sbinfocanada.about.com/od/management/qt/advisoryboard.htm